G4Catchall: A G-quadruplex prediction approach considering atypical features.
In vivo discovery of G-quadruplex-forming sequences would provide the most relevant G-quadruplexes along a genomic DNA or an RNA molecule, however it is difficult to perform due to the small size of G-quadruplexes, the existence of different topologies, and the additional influence of environmental factors and ligands present during experimentation. In vitro discovery on the other hand is not only unable to simulate in vivo conditions but also, is not practical for large sequences due to limited resources. The immediate solution continues to be the computational prediction although, not always in agreement with experimental findings. This is often due to features that are not conventionally accepted for G-quadruplexes such as disrupted G-tracts or extremely long loops. Here, we propose a novel tool for the discovery of putative G-quadruplexes with better accuracy through consideration of the features of previously missed G-quadruplex-forming sequences. Comparing against a set of experimentally confirmed sequences, a sensitivity as high as 99% and Youden's J-statistics of as high as 0.91 is achieved; an improvement over other computational approaches. More importantly, we showed that the allowance of a single atypical G-tract which includes a mismatched or a bulging non-guanine nucleotide, and a single loop of extreme size benefits the overall prediction. The python code may be found at http://github.com/odoluca/G4Catchall and the web application at http://homes.ieu.edu.tr/odoluca/G4Catchall.